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ABSTRACT 

This report describes bounding calculations performed to investigate the 
possibility of radionuclide migration in a vapor phase associated with the 
emplacement of high-level waste canister in unsaturated tuff formations. Two 
potential radionuclide transport mechanisms in the vapor phase were examined: 
aerosol migration and convection/diffusion of volatile species. The former 
may have significant impact on the release of radionuclides to the accessible 
environment as the concentration in the aerosols will be equal to that in the 
ground water. A conservative analysis of air diffusion in a stagnant liquid 
film indicated that for all expected repository conditions, aerosol formation 
is not possible. The migration of volatile species was examined both in the 
vicinity of a waste canister and outside the thermally disturbed zone. 
Two-dimensional (radial) and three-dimensional (radial-vertical) coupled heat 
transfer-gas flow-liquid flow simulations were performed using the TOUGH 
computer code. The gas flow rate relative to the liquid flow rate predicted 
from the simulations allowed calculations of mobility ratios due to convection 
which led to the conclusion that, except for the immediate region near the 
canister, transport in the liquid phase will be dominant for radionuclides 
heavier than radon. Near the waste canister, iodine transport may also be 
important in the vapor phase. Bounding calculations for vertical mobility 
ratios were carried out as a function of saturation. These calculations are 
conservative and agree well with the two-dimensional simulations. Based on 
this analysis, it is clear that vapor-phase transport will not be important 
for radionuclides such as cesium and heavier species. Vapor transport for 
iodine may play a role in the overall release scenario depending on the 
particular repository conditions. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The effects of unsaturated media versus saturated media on radionuclide 
transport are two-fold. Depending on how the ground water wets the 
porous solid, radionuclides in the liquid phase may not have access to 
all adsorption sites. This implies that the retardation factor for the 
liquid phase will vary with saturation. The complex functional 
relationship between retardation and saturation will depend on variables 
including the radionuclide, ground-water chemistry, retardation mecha- 
nism, pore/fracture shape and size distribution, and temperature. In 
addition, if the radionuclides are sufficiently volatile, transport may 
occur in the vapor phase. Vapor-phase transport may be the result of 
convection and/or diffusion. Retardation of radionuclides in the vapor 
phase will depend upon partitioning between the gas and liquid phases a s  
well as adsorption sites which are directly available to the vapor phase 
(i.e., where the surface is not wetted). For fractured media, different 
transport mechanisms may be important for the fractures and matrix. In 
this report, we will outline a preliminary "order of magnitude" analysis 
to provide an assessment of which transport mechanisms (i.e., convection, 
bulk diffusion, thermal diffusion,,,Qtc.) may be important in order to 
assess the possible role of vapor-phase transport. The effect of 
changing saturation on radionuclide transport in the liquid phase will 
not be addressed in this report. 

In this work, we attempt to identify vapor-phase release pathways for 
radionuclide migration which may be significant, as compared to liquid- 
phase release pathways, for expected repository conditions. Since 
aerosol formation and subsequent migration could potentially lead to 
large release rates, we have explored the possibility of aerosol 
formation for a wide range of repository conditions. To study convection 
and/or diffusion in both the liquid and vapor phases requires a solution 
of the coupled flow-heat transfer problem surrounding a waste canister in 
a repository. From this solution, spatial and temporal profiles of gas 
and liquid velocity, saturation, and temperature may be obtained. Since 
gas and/or liquid velocities may be very small, the mass-transfer Peclet 

To date, little work has been reported on the potential of radionuclide 
transport in the vapor phase when a high-level waste canister is emplaced 
in unsaturated tuff. Vapor-phase radionuclide transport may occur via 
two different pathways. Aerosols may form as the temperature, and hence, 
air solubility in the ground water change [Green and Evans, 19831. These 
aerosols would contain radionuclide concentrations equivalent to the 
ground water and not be limited to the volatility of the species. 
Radionuclides may also be transported in the vapor phase via convection 
and diffusion/dispersion if the species are sufficiently volatile. The 
degree of volatility necessary for significant release via this mode 
depends upon the relative velocities of the two phases, the tuff liquid 
saturation, vapor- and liquid-phase retardation factors, and the 
distribution coefficient for the radionuclide between the vapor and 
liquid phases. 



number can be calculated for each phase in order to ascertain the 
relative importance of convection and diffusion for both the liquid and 
vapor phases. If convection is the primary transport mode for both 
phases or if diffusion is the dominant mode for both phases, simple 
mobility ratios may be defined which yield a first-order approximation 
concerning the relative importance of transport in the vapor phase. 

c 
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2. AEROSOL TEUMSPORT 

2.1 Aerosol Formation - Background 

Recent concern has been raised about the possibility of radionuclide 
transport in the vapor phase within fractures as an aerosol (i.e., very 
small droplets in the size range of 0.1 to 10 wn) by Green and Evans 
[1983]. This transport mode is of particular concern since the 
concentration of radionuclides in the aerosol will be equal to the liquid 
phase concentration and not be limited by vapor-liquid equilibrium. This 
could result in effective vapor phase concentrations which are several 
orders of magnitude higher than the equilibrium value. Although the 
diffusive transport of aerosols, via Brownian motion, will be a very slow 
process, convective transport could result in a relatively high 
radionuclide release rate since the velocity of the aerosols will be on 
the same order as the bulk velocity of the vapor. 

It has been demonstrated by Tomaides and Whitby E19763 that the bursting 
of gas bubbles at a gas-liquid interface will result in the production of 
an aerosol if the gas bubbles are sufficiently energetic. In that work, 
aerosol particles in the size range of 1-100 y.m were produced from the 
collapse of 1.4 and 5 . 5  mm bubbles. The bubbles were produced by forcing 
air through a jet located at the bottom of a fluid column. After bubble 
detachment from the jet, the bubble is accelerated through the column by 
buoyancy forces. As the air bubble reaches the surface of the fluid, the 
bubble collapses and ejects aerosols into the air. In order to produce 
sufficient bubble velocities for aerosol formation, a column height of 
x10 cm was used. 

The formation of aerosols from the liquid phase contained on the fracture 
wall in unsaturated tuff is visualized to be a multiple step process. 
These steps are: 

Ground water at ambient temperatures migrates towards the waste 
canister, is heated/vaporized and the vapor flows away from the 
canister. This is the result of the so-called "heat pipe'' 
effect. 

The solubility of the air components (i.e., oxygen, nitrogen) in 
the ground water decreases with increasing temperature. 

Air components migrate via diffusion/convection through the 
liquid film to the gas-liquid interface. 

Air components desorb from the interface into the bulk gashapor 
phase. 

If the air transport rate is not sufficiently high, the ground 
water will become supersaturated. 

If the degree of supersaturation is high, gas bubble formation 
(nucleation) will occur. 
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7)  Air bubbles will migrate to the surface of the liquid 
ground-water film if the film thickness is large as compared to 
the air bubble size. 

8) If the bubble velocity is large, the bubble will collapse such 
that aerosols are produced. 

From the known dynamics of heat and fluid transfer in the near-field for 
unsaturated repository sites [Tien, et.al., 19851, steps 1 through 4 in 
the aerosol formation scenario, discussed previously, will occur given 
sufficient heat loadings, etc.. However, for aerosol formation to occur, 
steps 5 through 8 must glJ occur. If the conditions for any one of these 
steps is not met, then aerosol transport may be safely neglected. 

A necessary prerequisite for the existence of aerosols in the unsaturated 
portions of tuff is the formation of air bubbles in the liquid phase. If 
it can be demonstrated that air bubbles will not form for any probable 
set of repository conditions, then the concept of radionuclide migration 
via aerosol transport in the vapor phase may be neglected. Whether air 
bubbles will form in the liquid phase as the liquid and vapor temperature 
change will depend upon the degree of air supersaturation which exists in 
the ground water. As a result of surface tension forces, the pressure in 
an air bubble and the liquid are not the same. This pressure 
differential is given by: 

where Pb is the air bubble pressure, PI is the liquid pressure, d 
is the surface' tension and rb is the bubble radius. Therefore, for a 
bubble to form, the air concentration must be above its solubility limit 
(i.e. supersaturated). The degree of supersaturation required to obtain 
bubble formation is a complex function of numerous variables including 
the type and number of nucleation sites, ground-water impurities, 
pressure and temperature. By analogy to nucleate boiling, the minimum 
supersaturation necessary for bubble formation is 5 ~ 2 %  when conditions 
are most favorable for bubble formation [Hsu and Graham, 19763. It is 
not clear if adequate film thickness exists for gas bubbles, if they do 
actually form, to be accelerated to sufficient velocities for aerosol 
generation in tuff fractures. The fracture width for six tuff samples 
has been found to range between.57 and 252 ,vm [Ogard et al., 19831. 
This implies that the maximum possible liquid film thickness would on the 
order of 100 p. Also, for air bubbles to exist in such a thin film, 
the degree of air supersaturation must be substantially higher to offset 
the larger AP across the bubble interface as given by Equation (1). It 
is unlikely, given this narrow film thickness, that bubble velocities 
would reach large enough values to result in a sufficiently high Weber 
number for aerosol formation [Hidy, 19841. 

To ascertain whether aerosol transport will occur or not for all possible 
repository conditions, an analysis that indicates that any of steps 5 
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through 8 will not occur is sufficient. Since diffusion in a stagnant 
film is the best understood of the transport processes, in steps 5 
through 8 ,  we will perform a conservative analysis of air diffusional 
transport in a stagnant liquid film to determine the degree of 
supersaturation. If the air transport rate in the ground water is high 
such that a significant degree of supersaturation does not occur, there 
is no point in analyzing additional transport steps. If large 
supersaturation does occur, this does not imply aerosol formation will 
occur but that other transport steps must be studied. 

2.2 Aerosol Formation - Model 

We consider a liquid film of thickness, L, on a fracture wall which has 
an initial air concentration, CO. Since the longitudinal and lateral 
dimensions of fractures in tuff are usually much greater than the 
fracture width, the problem may be treated in one dimension only. For 
simplicity, the transport properties of oxygen and nitrogen are assumed 
to be similar enough that we may treat the mixture as a single component 
using averaged properties. At some time zero, the temperature of the 
liquid and vapor phases begins to increase. This may be the result of the 
film moving closer to the container and/or the temperature field 
extending farther into the repository as a function of time. After 
sufficient time, the temperature of the tuff approaches a constant value 
with the associated air solubility in the film being, Cf. The rate at 
which the temperature increases over this period of time is a function of 
numerous variables which we do not consider in this work. Instead, we 
assume that the equilibrium solubility of air in the liquid film 
decreases exponentially from Co to Cf. The time constant for this 
exponential decay is td. Although one would not expect such a 
straightforward relationship to describe- the actual 
time/temperature/solubility response, the sensitivity of our analysis to 
the shape of this response is expected to be low. 

As the temperature of the liquid film changes, air will be transported 
from the liquid film, across the gas-liquid interface and to the bulk gas 
phase. This transport will occur via a combination of mechanisms. These 
include : 

1) Bulk diffusion of air in water as a result of concentration 
gradient. 

2) Thermal diffusion resulting from the large thermal gradients in 
the near-field region. 

3)  Forced convection arising from the bulk flow components of both 
the liquid and gashapor phases. 

* 4)  Free convection due to temperature gradients in the film. 

In order to perform the most conservative analysis, we will assume that 
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only bulk diffusion is serving to transport air through the film to the 
gashapor-liquid interface. The contributions of mechanisms 2 through 4 
will only serve to increase the total transport rate. If the bulk 
diffusion coefficient for air in water is assumed to be independent of 
temperature, the governing equation for the air concentration in the film 
and associated boundary/initial conditions are given by: 

C(L,t) = (Co-Cf)exp(-t/td) + Cf 

These boundary conditions correspond to no-flux at the fracture-wall/ 
liquid-film interface (x=O) and vapor-liquid equilibrium at the vapor- 
liquid interface (x=L). Rewriting Equation (2) in nondimensional form: 

where 8 is (C-Co)/Co, B is Cf/C and q is x/L. The dimensionless time, 
'E, is defined as Dmt/L2 and t is L2/tdDm . The dimensionless group, 
t*, is a measure of the relative timescales of air concentration change 
due to the changing air solubility and diffusion. Equation ( 3 )  may be 
reduc6d to an ordinary differential equation via application of the 
following finite Fourier transform [Ozisik, 19683: 

*O 

The solution, 8 ,  is obtained from s by applying the inversion: 

n=O 

where the eigenvalues, &.,, are (2n+l)n/2. From the application of 
the transform/inversion pair given by Equations (4) and (51, an 
expression for the spatial and temporal variation of Q is obtained: 
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The point of maximum supersaturation in the film at any time will always 
occur at the fracture wall-film interface. Therefore, the fractional 
degree of maximum supersaturation, S', may be defined as: 

Combining Equations ( 6 )  and (7), an expression for S'(T) in terms of 
the three dimensionless parameters, T, B and t* is obtained. 

00 

Equation ( 8 )  may be evaluated to calculate S', and hence determine the 
range of conditions when air bubbles will form. We should note that the 
infinite series contained in Equation (8) converges very slowly at small 
dimensionless times. In order to retain sufficient accuracy in S', the 
expansion included 10,000 terms. For the purpose of completion, we would 
like to mention that a short time asymptotic solution can be obtained 
which is not plagued by lack of convergence. This solution is presented 
in the Appendix. Equation (8) has been evaluated for various values of 
B, t" and z using a Vax 11/7895 computer with double precision 
arithmetic. 

2.3 Aerosol Formation - Results 

The variation of the degree of supersaturation has been calculated as a 
function of time for various values of the groups Dm/L2 and td. 
The value of 8 ,  the ratio of final solubility to initial solubility, was 
held constant at 0 . 5 .  This B value is typical of minimum and maximum 
solubilities associated with the temperatures expected near a canister. 
Since S' is only a weak function of 8 ,  we will not report results 
obtained using other B values. Figure 2 . 1  contains plots of the percent 



supersaturation, 100 S ' ,  as a function of time for a decay constant 
associated with the solubility concentration change of 100 years (i.e. 
63.2% of the change in solubility has occurred after 100 years). The 
value of the diffusion group, Dm/L2, is varied between and 

sec-l. Very small values of Dm/L2( i.e. 10-ll)correspond 
to no transfer of dissolved air from the liquid film to the gas-liquid 
interface. The continuous increase in supersaturation occurs from the 
changing film-gas interface concentration and a constant concentration at 
the wall-liquid interface. As Dm/L2 is increased, diffusional 
transport serves to decrease the degree of supersaturation. For values 
of and greater, no gas bubble formation will occur. We should 
note that the curves above the bubble limit, 2% supersaturation, 
overpredict the degree of supersaturation since the formation of air 
bubbles would serve to decrease the concentration of air in the film. 
Since we are only trying to determine under what repository conditions 
bubble formation will occur, we have not attempted to determine the 
transport rate of dissolved air as bubbles through the liquid film. 

Figure 2.2 is similar to the preceding plot except that the value of td 
is 0.1 years. This is a very conservative value of td which is an 
upper bound on the near-field ground-water velocity. Figure 2.2 is the 
same as Figure 2.1 except that the corresponding Dm/L2 values and 
overall timescales are different. This figure serves to illustrate that 
only the ratio of the timescales for air diffusion to the gas-liquid 
interface and the total air solubility change is important. 

Applying our calculations to actual repository conditions requires an 
estimate of the magnitude of Dm/L2 for unsaturated tuff. The value 
of D m  for dissolved oxygenlnitrogen in water for the temperature range 
of interest is on the order of 2 x to 1 x m2/s [see 
Satterfield, 1970 or Danckwerts, 19703. Based upon the fracture 
thickness described earlier, L could be expected to vary between 1 and 
100 p. Therefore, the value of D&L2 for unsaturated tuff will 
range between 0 .2  and 10,000. In other words, the diffusion-process 
would have to be at least 7 orders of magnitude less before gas bubble 
formation can even be considered if the solubility change occurs over a 
time span of 100 years. Since the ratio of the timescales for diffusion 
and solubility concentration change is the important parameter with 
regard to the possibility of bubble formation, the limiting values of 
Dm/L2. for other values of td are directly determined from this 
result. If the characteristic time for the solubility change is 1 year, 
then the diffusion rate would have to be at least 5 orders of magnitude 
less. Based upon the results of our analysis of air diffusion in the 
liquid film, it is reasonable and conservative to say that gas bubbles, 
and hence aerosols, will not form under expected repository conditions. 
We should note that conservative assumptions. have been made throughout 
this analysis. For example, the assumption that the liquid film is 
stagnant and air transport is by molecular diffusion only is certainly 
not valid under near-field reposftory conditions. However, the presence 
of temperature variations and local turbulence will certainly 
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serve to increase the air transport rate and hence, decrease 
supersaturation as compared to our prediction. 

2.4 Aerosol Transport - Conclusions 

Based upon an analysis of the various steps necessary in an aerosol 
formation scenario, we have identified a straightforward set of 
calculations to address the possibility of aerosol transport in the 
unsaturated zone. Based upon a suite of calculations which cover the 
range of possible repository conditions, it is clear that aerosol 
formation will not occur and the concept of radionuclide transport as an 
aerosol may be safely neglected. 
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3. VAPOR PHASE FLOW/DIFFUSION 

3.1 Flow/Diffusion Background 

The effects of unsaturated media versus saturated media on radionuclide 
transport are twofold. Depending on how the ground water wets the porous 
solid, radionuclides in the liquid phase may not have access to all 
adsorption sites. This implies that the retardation factor for the 
liquid phase will vary with saturation. The complex functional 
relationship between retardation and saturation will depend on variables 
including the radionuclide, ground-&er chemistry, retardation 
mechanism, pore/fracture shape and size distribution, and temperature. 
In addition, if the radionuclides ace sufficiently volatile, transport 
may occur in the vapor phase. Vapor phase transport may be the result of 
convection and/or diffusion. Retardation of radionuclides in the vapor 
phase will depend upon partitioning between the gas and liquid phases as 
well as adsorption sites uhich are directly available to the vapor phase 
(i.e., where the surface is not wetted). For fractured media, different 
transport mechanisms may be important for the fractures and matrix. In 
this section, we will outline a preliminary "order-of-magnitude" analysis 
to provide an assessment of which transport mechanisms (i.e., convection, 
bulk diffusion, thermal diffusion, etc.) may be important in order to 
assess the possible role of vapor-phase transport. The effect of 
changing saturation on radionuclide transport in the liquid phase will 
not be addressed in this report. 

The rate at which radionuclides will migrate through porous media in 
either the gas or liquid phase depends upon: 

1. Fluid velocity 
2. Percent saturation, 
3. Radionuclide concentration, 
4 .  Radionuclide chemical state, 
5 .  Diffusion/dispersion coefficient, 
6 .  Tortuosity 
7.  Presence of fractures 

If the gas and/or liquid velocities are small, diffusional transport of 
radionuclides may be faster than convectide transport. The mass-transfer 
Peclet number, Pe=vd/D, is an indication of the relative magnitudes of 
diffusion and convection. For Pe much less than convection may 
be neglected and for Pe greater than diffusion may be neglected. 
Thus, if we know the fluid velocity, v, a characteristic length, d, for 
the fracture/matrix and the diffusion/dispersion coefficient, D, we can 
ascertain which transport mechanisms are important [Dullien, 19791. At 
the low velocities expected at a repository, D is equal to the 
diffusivity divided by a tortuosity factor. For fractures, the value of 
the tortuosity will be close to 1.0. Several different diffusion 
mechanisms may play a role in gas-phase transport including bulk, 
mudsen, and thermal diffusion. Given typical fracture sizes and 
temperature gradients expected in tuff, bulk diffusion is expected to be 
the dominant mode. 
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3.2 Flow/Diffusion Analysis 

If convection is the primary transport mode in both phases, an 
approximate estimate of the relative convective transport rates in the 
vapor and liquid phases may be obtained from: 

where aeon is the mobility ratio due to convection, Rg and R1 are 
retardation factors of the gas and liquid, respectively, vg and v1 
are the velocity of the gas and liquid, S is the degree of liquid 
saturation and K, is the vapor-liquid distribution coefficient. A 
preliminary estimate of the ratio, acon/b, may be obtained by 
assuming that the retardation factors, Rg and Rl, are equal and 
calculating velocity and saturation information. In a similar manner, 
for very small Peclet number in both the gas and liquid phases, a 
diffusion mobility ratio may be defined as: 

adif = K&,(l-S)R1/(D1SRg) (10) 

where adif is the mobility ratio due to diffusion/dispersion and D 
and D1 are the diffusion/dispersion coefficients for the gas and liqui8 
phase, respectively. If both diffusion and convection are important for 
a given phase, or if the dominant mechanisms are different for the vapor 
and liquid phases, simple expressions relating vapor and liquid transport 
are not available. 

The magnitude of the vapor-liquid distribution coefficient, &, depends 
upon the particular radionuclide of interest and its chemical state. 
Therefore, to accurately calculate K, values, a wide range of 
information concerning ground-water conditions (i-e., pH, Eh, 
concentrations of all major and minor components, etc.) is required. To 
obtain a first-order approximation, the value of Q may be calculated 
by both assuming that the water behaves as an ideal solution and using 
the pure-component vapor pressure of the radionuclide. Although this 
assumption could yield an approximate Q value which may be incorrect 
by an order of magnitude, this level of accuracy will be sufficient for 
our bounding calculations. Also, if this assumption is not used, it will 
be difficult to calculate gas-liquid partitioning coefficients due to the 
lack of accurate chemical-activkty/vapor-pressure data over a range of 
temperature for many radionuclides of interest. The value of % is 
expected to be a strong function of temperature since both the vapor 
pressure and chemical state of the species will change. However, this 
temperature effect is minimized by the general decrease in gas-phase 
concentrations with increasing temperature. .Although calculations have 
been reported in the literature for the chemical state of various 
radionuclides in typical NTS tuff ground waters at 293 K [Guzowski, et 
al., 19833, no information has been reported for higher temperatures. 
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We have calculated "order-of -magnitude" values by making the 
following assumptions: 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 

The ground water may be treated as pure water. 
The gas and liquid phases are in thermal equilibrium. 
The gas phase may be treated as an ideal gas mixture. 
The liquid may be treated as an ideal, binary solution. 

A suite of conunon compounds were selected such that a wide range of K, 
was obtained. These compounds are not all of direct interest in 
nuclear-waste isolation but they serve to Illustrate the behavior of 
volatile radionuclides for which vapor-phase transport may be important. 
Table 1 contains K, values for these compounds at temperatures of 293 K 
and 373 K. To understand the magnitude of these numbers, the reader must 
remember that a value of 1.0 corresponds to the radionuclide 
concentrations in the gas phase and liquid phase being equal. For 
radionuclides heavier than cesium, vapor-pressure data at these 
temperatures are not available simply because they are too difficult to 
measure. Of course for these heavier elements, one would not expect any 
vapor transport because of these very low vapor pressures and theref ore, 

values are meaningless. For example, extrapolation of 
high-temperature vapor-pressure data for actinide oxides to 373 K 
indicates vapor pressures in the range of to atm. 

TABLE 1. TYPICAL K, VALUES FOR SELECTED ELEMENTS IN GROUND WATER 

293 K 373 K 

54 75 

32 71 
16 44 

1 Hydrogen 
1 Oxygen 

Krypton 2 

RadonL 

Iodine 
Cesium 

1 

1 

4 15 

1x10-6 6 ~ 1 0 - ~  
2x1~-9 5 ~ 1 0 - ~  

Vapor pressure reference: 
Ilange's Handbook of Chemistry 119793 . 
IUPAC Solubility Series 119793 

3.3 Flow Simulation 

For our preliminary calculations, we have used the TOUGH computer code 
IPruess, 19851 to simulate simplified radial two-dimensional and 
axisyametric three-dimensional heat canister problems similar to those 
described by Pruess and Wang 119833. TOUGH solves the equations for 
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two-phase flow of air and water in both the gas and liquid phases, and 
transport of heat in a fully-coupled way. Water and dissolved air are 
simulated in the liquid phase, and water vapor and air are simulated in 
the gaseous phase. The governing equations account for gaseous 
diffusion, Darcy flow, and capillary-pressure effects. Vaporization and 
condensation of water with latent heat effects and conduction and 
convection of heat flow are included in the energy balance. Water, air, 
and rock are assumed to be in thermodynamic equilibrium at all times. 
The flow domain can include liquid, gas, and two-phase (liquid-gas) 
regions, indicating that the code can handle both saturated or 
unsaturated flows problems. This analysis was performed for an 
equivalent porous medium although data for candidate unsaturated tuff 
formations [Tien et al., 19851 indicate fractured zones. However, 
recently Klavetter and Peters I19861 showed that the use of an equivalent 
porous medium seems adequate for this type of geologic media. 

TOUGH solves three nonlinear partial differential equations simulta- 
neously using an integrated finite-difference method. Time stepping is 
accomplished by a fully-implicit procedure. The resulting nonlinear 
difference equations are linearized by the Newton-Raphson method. The 
resulting equations are solved by the Harwell matrix solver which stores 
only the nonzero elements of a matrix. 

We ran an axisyrmnetric three-dimensional and a radial two-dimensional 
problem. Several characteristics were similar between the two problems. 
For both problems, a canister with length of 4.7 m and radius of 0.1715 m 
is placed at r=O of either the radial or radial-vertical grid. The waste 
canister releases energy at an initial rate of 2210 W. This release of 
energy decays exponentially with time to a rate of 1600 W after 10 
years. The rock properties used in the modeling are representative of 
unsaturated tuff. These include a porosity of 0.12, a rock grain density 
of 2600 kg/m3, a permeability of m2, a rock-grain thermal 
conductivity of 2.1 W/m-K, and a rock-grain specific heat of 800 J/kg-K 
[Tien et al., 19851. Corey's curves were used to describe the degree of 
saturation/relat$ve permeability curves. These curves were used as they 
are the ones considered in the TOUGH code [Pruess, 19863. More recent 
empirical data on saturation-relative permeability behavior should be 
used in the assessment of the repository performance. For this problem, 
Corey's curves yield the following equations to describe the relative 
permeabilities: 

where and Gg are the relative permeability of the liquid and 
gas, respectively, and S is the degree of liquid saturation. The gas 
relative permeability curve reproduces the data in Table VI of Travis et 
al. [1984] fairly well for small degrees of saturation (see Figure 3.1). 
However, at large degrees of saturation, the gas relative permeability 
curve underpredicts the Travis et al., [1984] permeability data by an 
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SATURATION 

Figure 3.1 Gas Relative Permeability Curve From Equation 
‘(12) and Data From Travis et al., 119841. 
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order of magnitude. The liquid relative permeability curve consistently 
overestimates the Travis et al., 119843 data by a factor of two for high 
degrees of saturation and by several orders of magnitude for low degrees 
of saturation (see Figure 3.2). The capillary pressure versus degree of 
saturation curve is given by: 

where PCap is the capillary pressure and Po and C are constants. 
Fo6 this problem, values of Po and C of 6 x lo5 Pa and 0.8, 
respectively, fit the data provided in Table V of Travis et al. 119843 
fairly well (see Figure 3 . 3 ) .  The Travis et al. 119843 data has been 
used in other studies of unsaturated flow at Yucca Mountain. 

3.3a Axisynanetric Three-Dimensional Hodel 

The purpose of the axismetric three-dimensional model was to estimate 
the effects of infiltration on the relative rate of vapor-phase transport 
to liquid-phase transport. For this simulation, we modeled an area with 
an outer boundary at a radial distance of 100 m from the canister, an 
upper boundary, which corresponds to the land surface, at 456 m above the 
center of the canister, and a lower boundary, which corresponds to the 
water table at 304 m below the canister center. A schematic of the 
system analyzed is shown in Figure 3.4. 

In the radial direction, there were 15 grid blocks. The canister element 
had a grid-block width of 0.1715 m. Subsequent grid blocks were expanded 
at such a rate that the width of one grid block to the width of the 
preceding grid block (i.e. AriIAri-1) was equal to 1.45. 

In the vertical direction, 29 grid blocks were used. The top and bottom 
grid blocks were used to set the boundary conditions for the simulation. 
Four grid blocks (each of height 1.175 m) were used to represent the 
canister. In the upward direction from the canister, 12 grid blocks were 
expanded such that the height of one grid block to the height of the 
preceding grid block (i.e., AhiIAhi-1) was 1.50. A similar 
process was used to create 11 grid blocks below the canister. Eodes were 
placed at the center of the grid block elements. 

The following conditions were applied to the boundaries of the modeled 
area. Zero-flux conditions were applied at both the inner and outer 
boundaries in the radial direction. At the bottom boundary., we kept the 
pressure constant at 101,300 Pa (atmospheric pressure), the temperature 
constant at 293 K, and the degree of liquid saturation constant 1.0, or 
fully saturated, because of the water table boundary. These boundary 
conditions allow for the flux of water and heat into the water table but 
prevent gas from flowing into the water table. At the top boundary, the 
flux of water was set at 0.1 mm per year in accordance with estimates of 
vertical flux through the tuffs at Yucca Mountain [Montazer and Wilson, 
1984; Weeks and Wilson, 19843. Additional conditions set at the top 
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boundary include a constant temperature of 293 K, and a constant pressure 
of 992,765 Pa. These conditions allow for the flux of heat and gas into 
the atmosphere. The pressure at the top boundary was estimated from 
modeling conducted to determine the initial conditions, 

Initial conditions for pressure and saturation were determined by steady- 
state modeling of infiltration into a one-dimensional vertical colunm 
which used the same grid-block spacing as the vertical grid-block spacing 
for the three-dimensional case described above. The bottom boundary 
condition was kept the same as for the three-dimensional simulation and, 
at the top boundary, liquid was injected at the rate of 0.1 mm per year 
while gas was allowed to escape to the atmosphere. The output from this 
simulation consisted of a pressure and degree of saturation profile with 
respect to depth. These profiles and a constant temperature of 293 K 
were used as the initial conditions for the three-dimensional modeling. 

The degree of saturation calculated from the vertical modeling do not 
agree very well with those measured at Yucca Mountain. The discrepancy 
is likely to be caused by the use of a single strata in the analysis. 
The calculated degrees of saturation range from 1.00 at the water table 
to 0.24 at the land surface. Measured degrees of saturation at Yucca 
Mountain typically range between 0.65 and 0.99 but there does not seem to 
be any significant trend with depth [Tien e.t al., 19851. The 
inconsistencies between the measured and calculated degrees of saturation 
are probably due to heterogenities of the hydrologic parameters that 
exist in the physical system but are not accounted for in the model, poor 
matching between the Travis et al., 119843 relative permeability 
characteristic curves and the functions used to described them, and an 
estimate of the recharge rate for which there is a poor degree of 
confidence. 

3.3b Radial Two-Dimensional Model 

The purpose of the radial two-dimensional model was to determine if such 
a model could approximate the temperature, pressure, and saturation 
effects of the above-described axisymmetric three-dimensional model. If 
the results of the radial two-dimensional model compared favorably with 
the results of the axisymmetric three-dimensional model, then we could 
use two-dimensional models to calculate rate of vapor transport relative 
to liquid transport. Using a two-dimensional model reduces costs 
significantly. 

For the two-dimensional model, we located our grid on the same horizontal 
plane as the canister in the above-described three-dimensional model. 
The radial grid contained 25 grid blocks, each with a height of 4.7 m, 
which correspond to the height of the canister. The first element, which 
contained the canister, had a width of 0.1715 m, the canister radius. 
The second and third elements had widths of 0.5271 and 0.4694 m 
respectively. Subsequent elements had a width such that the width 
of one grid block to the width of the preceding grid block (i.e., 
Ari/Ari-l) equaled 1.17. Nodes were placed at the center of the 
grid block elements. The radial distance between the center of the 
canister and the outer boundary was 100 m. 
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The inner boundary conditions were set so that there was no flux of 
liquid, vapor, or heat across the boundaries. The outer boundary was 
kept at a constant temperature, pressure, and degree of saturation. 

The initial conditions were based on the steady state modeling results of 
the one-dimensional vertical model used to set the initial conditions for 
the three-dimensional runs. We used, for initial conditions, the 
one-dimensional vertical model predictions along the horizontal plane 
running through thd middle of the canister. Along the horizontal plane 
opposite the canister, the vertical model predicted a pressure of 97,788 
Pa and a degree of saturation of 0.26879. The initial temperature was 
set at 293 K. 

3.4 Flow/Diffusion/Temperature Results 

Spatial temperature profiles calculated using the TOUGH code are 
presented in Figure 3.5 for a time of 3 years and a tuff permeability of 

m2. Included in Figure 3.5 are results for both the two- 
dimensional and the three-dimensional simulations. The various curves 
for the three-dimensional simulation correspond to different vertical 
elevations. The distances are the distance above or below the canister 
centerline. For any radial position, temperatures at an equal distance 
above and below the canister are equivalent. This equivalency effect may 
be negated at longer times by buoyancy effects. The time period of three 
years was selected since the canister wall temperature had approached the 
maxim temperature corresponding to the particular set of repository 
conditions used in the simulation (i .e. , heat loading, permeability, 
porosity, saturation, etc.). Also, radial temperature profiles athear 
the canister centerline elevation (z=0.6 m for the three-dimensional 
case) approach the linear change with log of radius which corresponds to 
the steady-state, analytical solution for conductive heat transfer in 
cylindrical coordinates. Two findings of the three-dimensional versus 
two-dimensional simulations are interesting. Near the canister 
centerline, the two-dimensional and three-dimensional simulations agree 
quite well. This is somewhat surprising since much of the heat transfer 
is due to convection associated with the complex flow field around the 
canister, the so-called “heat pipe effect.” The other significant 
finding is that the temperature drops sharply at relatively small 
vertical distances ( e  10 m) from the canister. This second finding may 
be caused by the effect of most of the heat being directed radially out 
of the side of the canister rather than through the top or bottom. 
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Figure 3.5 Radial Temperature Distributions at Various Elevations 
After 3 Years. 
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The large spatial variation in tuff temperature at a given time has 
several implications for possible vapor-phase transport. Since radio- 
nuclide vapor pressure is a function of temperature, the vapor pressure, 
and hence, €&, may vary by an order of magnitude (see Table 1) for a 
given time at different locations in tuff. One would expect that vapor 
transport will be greatest at the points of highest temperature (i.e. 
near the canister). This would be the result of higher G, reduced 
saturation, and the large vapor velocities associated with the transport 
of heat away from the canister. Also, this variation in temperature will 
change the ground-water chemistry. However, little information 
concerning the chemical state of radionuclides in tuff ground water at 
elevated temperature is available. 

From our calculations, the ratio of the vapor phase volumetric flow rate 
to that in the liquid phase acon/&, is obtained. The radial 
variation of this ratio is plotted in Figure 3.6 for a time of 3 years 
and a permeability of m2. There is good qualitative agreement 
between the two-dimensional and three-dimensional simulations but as with 
the temperature-field results, the two-dimensional simulation tends to 
overpredict the results of the three-dimensional simulation. Near the 
waste container, negative values of the mobility ratio are noted. This 
is the result of liquid ground water flowing towards the container, the 
liquid vaporizing and the vapor being forced away from the canister by a 
net pressure gradient. At small vertical distances from the canister, 
this heat-pipe effect rapidly disappears. Wear the outer boundary of 
the simulated region, the magnitude of the mobility factor becomes 
significant. This is the result of either the boundary condition or the 
initial degree of saturation. Because of the low initial degree of 
saturation, the relative permeability of the medium with respect to the 
gas is much higher than the permeability to the liquid. At distances far 
from the canister, the degree of saturation does not change very much. 
Wear the canister, the degree of saturation changes rapidly due to the 
vaporization of water. Thus, at large distances from the canister, the 
change in capillary pressure does not significantly affect the water 
pressure and the pressure gradients in the two phases are approximately 
equal. The high relative gas permeability coupled with the low gas 
viscosity compared to that of the liquid indicates that the rate of vapor 
transport is much higher than the rate of liquid transport at large 
distances from the canister and for similar gas and liquid pressure 
gradients. 

In addition to the mobility factor, a knowledge of the flow rates of each 
phase is important since the mobility ratio gives only relative 
information about which phase may be important. Plotted in Figure 3.7 
are the product of the radial velocity (m/s) and gas saturation ((14) 
for gas phase) at the canister centerline. Positive flow rates (i.e., 
towards the canister) are indicated by solid lines and negative flow 
rates are indicated by dotted lines. As discussed previously, liquid 
water in the vicinity of the canister flows towards the canister and is 
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Position After 3 Years. 
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vaporized. The vapor then flows away from the canister at a relatively 
high flow rate. However, this effect only extends for several meters 
away from the canister. For longer times, the heat-pipe effect will 
extend further from the canister but velocities will decrease due to the 
lower heat loading. The agreement between the two- and three-dimensional 
simulations is remarkable considering that the vapor and liquid flow 
rates vary over ten orders of magnitude. The relatively large values of 
the mobility factor near the outer boundary seem unimportant when the 
10-10 m/s gas velocity is considered. 

The vertical mobility factor at various elevations in the simulated 
region as a function of radial position is plotted in Figure 3 . 8 .  Except 
in the immediate vicinity of the canister, rcl m, vertical mobility of 
the vapor phase may be neglected. The complex circulation pattern near 
the waste canister is illustrated by both positive and negative values of 
the mobility factor at the same radial position but different 
elevations. However, this large scale vapor circulation is damped out 
within 10 meters measured vertically from the canister centerline. The 
spatial distributions of liquid vertical flow rate (liquid velocity x S) 
and vapor flow rate (gas velocity x (l-SI) are presented in Figure 3.9. 
Outside of several meters from the canister, liquid flow rates are 
substantially greater than the gas flow rates. At a distance of 10 
meters above or below the canister, liquid flow rates are greater than 
gas flow rates for all radial positions. 

If the maximum velocities reported above are used in conjunction with a 
range of reasonable values for the diffusivity and fracture spacing, the 
mass-transfer Peclet number (Pel may be calculated. The maximum value of 
Pe in either the gas or liquid phases is on the order of 100 while the 
minimum value is on the order of Therefore, the mass transfer 
mechanism may be dominated by convection in the immediate vicinity of the 
canister but diffusion will dominate at greater distances. As time 
increases, the possible importance of convective transport will disappear. 

To calculate values of the diffusion mobility ratio, adiff, we use 
Equation (10) with the assumption that %=R1. The gas and liquid 
diffusivity may be estimated using the Chapman-Enskog and Uilke-Chang 
theories [Reid, et al., 19771. Depending upon the species considered, 
the value of acon/K, will be in the range of 100 to 10,000 at 
293 K. This suggests that for a preliminary estimate of the importance 
of vapor-phase transport for a particular radionuclide, one could thus 
use the product of 1000 and the value of K, for that species to obtain 
the ratio of vapor-phase to liquid-phase transport. 

Calculations have only been performed over the first 3 years of the 
repository lifetime since we are performing a preliminary, "worst-case" 
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Figure 3.8 Vertical Mobility Factor as a Function of Radial and 
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Figure 3.9 Vertical Flow Rates as a Function of Radial and 
Vertical Position After 3 Years. 
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analysis of the possibility of transport in the vapor phase. As time 
increases past 3 years, it is not expected that conditions will become 
more favorable for vapor-phase transport. Of course, this time cutoff is 
dependent on the simulation conditions used. After 3 years, the maximum 
temperature and minimum saturation appear to have reached a plateau. 
Both of these conditions favor the increased importance of transport in 
the vapor phase as compared to the liquid phase. Therefore, the possible 
importance of vapor-phase transport for a particular radionuclide and 
repository conditions will be greatest within the first 3 years of the 
repository lifetime. 

3.5 Far-Field Bounding Calculations 

Although the results of the previous section certainly indicate that 
vapor phase will not be important in the vicinity of the canister for 
radionuclides heavier than radon, the large values of acon/IC, near 
the outer boundary of the simulated region are cause for concern. The 
initial assumption that the greatest possibility of vapor transport will 
be in the near field as a result of high temperature and low saturation 
may be in error. To assess the possibility of vapor-phase transport in 
the far field, we have conducted calculations which serve to provide an 
upper bound for the mobility factor. By using a simplified analysis, the 
cost of detailed long-term simulations is avoided at the expense of a 
less accurate answer. However, since our simplified analysis will result 
in an upper bound for the mobility factor, we will still be able to make 
effective and conservative conclusions concerning vapor-phase transport. 

3.5a Radial Bounding Calculations 

The radial Darcy velocity for the gas/vapor phase in unsaturated flow is 
described by IDullien, 19791 as 

The analogous expression for the liquid phase is 

The pressure gradients for the liquid and gas streams are related to the 
capillary pressure gradient by 

VP, - VP, = VPC 

In the radial direction, far removed from the canister, the spatial 
change in saturation will be small. This implies that the liquid and gas 
pressure gradients are equivalent. For radial transport, we may also 
assume that density (i.e., buoyancy) effects are negligible. If we 
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assume that retardation for the two phases is equal, the mobility factor, 
by definition, is qg/ql. Therefore, rearranging Equations 14 through 
16, acon/l(, may be approximated by: 

%on/% = %gp1/(%%1) (17) 

The mobility factor may be calculated as a function of the degree of 
saturation using Equation (17) and Equation (11) and (121, which relate 
relative permeability to saturation. 

The upper bound for the mobility factor has been calculated as a function 
of saturation and is presented in Figure 3.10. The temperature is 
assumed to be 293 K and pressure is 1 atmosphere. The large increases in 
the mobility factor as saturation decreases is readily evident. As 
discussed before, this is the result of the highly nonlinear 
relationships between liquid and gas relative permeability and saturation 
as described in Figure 3.1 and 3.2. It is interesting to note that our 
results from this simple calculation scheme are within 20% of the results 
of our three-dimensional calculation for spatial locations far removed 
from the canister. We should point out that the results of our bounding 
calculations slightly over-predict the vapor phase transport contribution 
(i.e., more conservative). 

3.5b Vertical Bounding Calculations 

In a similar manner to the radial calculations, we simplify Equations 
(14) and (15) by assuming that one force is dominant. In this, we assume 
that gravity effects will dominate gas and liquid flow. Therefore, the 
pressure gradient terms may be neglected. We should point out this 
assumption is not rigorous but will result in an upper bound on vapor 
phase mobility. Assuming that retardation in the two phases is equal, 
Equations (14) and (15) may be combined to yield the following expression 
for the mobility factor: 

Assuming that the formation temperature i s  293 K and that the pressure is 
atmospheric, the mobility factor may be calculated. Our calculations of 
the mobility factor as a function of saturation are presented in Figure 
3.11. The plot parallels the results of the radial bounding calculations 
for radial transport but at a much lower level. This is expected since 
examination of Equations (17) and (18) indicates that the two expressions 
are identical except for the inclusion of the ratio of gas to liquid 
density (which will always be much less than one). 
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4 .  FUTURE WORK 

In this work, we have provided conservative bounding calculations related 
to the possibility of radionuclide transport in the unsaturated zone as 
either an aerosol or a volatile species. However, we have not addressed 
the question of what effect the unsaturated zone will have on the 
retardation of radionuclides in the liquid phase. The important question 
of how the retardation factor changes with saturation can only be 
answered after detailed information concerning both the pore structure of 
tuff and the interaction of tuff with waterhater vapor is obtained. 
When that information is available, conservative first-order 
approximation of the retardation/saturation relationship may be 
formulated. 
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5. CO~CLUSIOHS 

The possibility of radionuclide transport in the vapor phase due to 
either the formation/migration of aerosols or as volatile species has 
been investigated via a series of bounding calculations. Based upon an 
analysis of the various steps necessary in an aerosol formation scenario, 
we have identified a straightforward set of calculations to address the 
possibility of aerosol transport in the unsaturated zone. From the 
results of a suite of calculations which cover- the range of possible 
repository conditions, it is clear that aerosol formation will not occur 
and the concept of radionuclide transport as an aerosol may be safely 
neglected. 

The TOUGH code has been used to calculate spatial and temporal 
distributions of liquid and gas velocity, saturation, and temperature for 
typical tuff formation properties. Both radial two-dimensional and 
axisymmetric three-dimensional simulations were undertaken. The 
calculated distributions have been used to determine the relative 
transport rates due to convection in the gas phase as compared to the 
liquid phase. Except for the immediate region of the canister (i.e., 
within several meters,) transport in the liquid phase will dominate for 
all radionuclides except radon and lighter (more volatile) species. In 
the immediate canister vicinity, vapor-phase transport of iodine may also 
be important, Although several simulations are not sufficient to state 
the conditions when vapor-phase transport is not important, we provide a 
simple technique which may be combined with flow calculations to assess 
vapor transport for specific repository conditions. An analogous 
mobility ratio when diffusion dominates radionuclide transport 
(i.e., small Peclet number) has also been calculated. 

Bounding calculations for vapor-phase transport in the far field have 
also been conducted. The radial and vertical mobility factors have been 
calculated as a function of saturation in a manner which provides a 
conservative estimate of vapor-phase transport. Maxinntm values of 
aCOn are on the order of lo6 for the lowest reasonable 
formation saturation. Vertical mobility factors are approximately three 
orders of magnitude less than radial mobility factors at a given 
saturation. The results of these bounding calculations agreed quite well 
with our axisymmetric three-dimensional simulations for regions far 
removed from the canister. 

Based upon our calculations for flow and heat transfer in both the 
near-field and far-field, it is clear that vapor-phase transport will not 
be important for radionuclides such as cesium and heavier species. Vapor 
transport for iodine may play a role in the overall release scenario 
depending on the particular repository conditions. 
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6 .  NOMENCLATURE 

3 
C = Concentration(mole/m ). 
D = Diffusion/dispersion coefficient (m /SI. 2 

= Diffusivity of dissolved air in water (m 2 /s 1. 
DAB 
d = Characteristic fracture spacing(m). 
g = gravity (m/s ). 

2 

2 

= Vapor-liquid distribution coefficient. 
KW 
k = Permeability(m ). 

kr 
L = Liquid film thickness(m). 

m =fi 

2 
= Relative pemeability(m 1. 

P = Pressure(Pa) . 
Pe = Peclet number. 

Q = Darcy velocity(m/s). 

R = Retardation factor. 

r = Air bubble radius(m). 
S = Saturation. 

S' = Fractional supersaturation. 
S = Laplace transf o m  variable. 

t = Time(s). 

td 
t* = Dimensionless constant, L /t D 

V = Fluid velocity(m/s). 

X = Spatial variable(m). 
a = Mobility ratio. 

f 0' 
6 

b 

= Time constant for changing air solubility(s). 
2 

d AB' 

= c / c  
Y = c-co. 
Ah 

Ar 
A = Eigenvalues, (2n+l)a/2. n 
P = Density(kg/m ). 

n = Dimensionless distance. 

U = Surface tension(M/m). 

e = Dimensionless concentration, (C-Co)/Co. 

= Height of a grid block used in numerical modeling(m1. 

= Width of a grid block used in numericalmodeling(m). 

3 
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* 
h 

I 
6. MONEMCLATURE (cont.) 

0 = Fourier transformed concentration, defined in Equation (3). 
1: 

2 
= Dimensionless time, D t/L AB 

IJ- = Dynamic viscosity(Pa-s). 

0 = Utd. 

c = Constant in Equation (13). 

Subscripts 
b = Bubble 

cap = Capillary. 

con = Convection. 

dif = Diffusion. 

E = Final condition. 
% = Gas phase. 

i = Index. 

1 = Liquid phase. 
0 = Initial condition. 
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APPENDIX 

SHORT-TIME ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTIONS 
FOR DIFFUSION EQUATION 

The series solution for B ( q , T )  given in equation (6) converges very slowly for 
small values of T requiring the evaluation of  a large number of terms in the 
expansion. In this appendix we outline two approaches leading to short-time 
asymptotic solutions that do not exhibit convergence problems. For longer 
times the series solution for B ( ~ , T )  is recommended. 

The first approach presented here solves the following partial differential 
equation 

subject to the following initial and boundary conditions 

r(x,O> = 0 

a7 
- ( O , t )  = 0 

where 7 = C - C and Y = l/t Letting y(x,s) be the Laplace transform of 0 d' 
-y(x;t) and s the Laplace-transform variable results in 

y(x,s) = (Cf - Co) [l/s + ~ / ( Y + s ) ]  cosh(mx) / cosh(mL) (A- 3 1 

where = W D .  Small values of time correspond to large values of s .  Thus, 
in the limit of time approaching zero, cosh(mL) can be expanded for large 
values of mL. We shall also express cosh(mx) in terms of  its two exponential 
functions such that 

m 

Q) 3 

cosh(mx)/cosh(mL) = ) (-l)n 5 exp(-m [(2n+l)L + (-1)jxl) (A-4) 
L L 

n-0 j =1 

Equations (A-3) and (A-4) suggest that the inverse of the Laplace transform 
must be obtained for functions of the general form 
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which are listed in Appendix V of Carslaw and Jaeger [1959], for example, as 

and 

+ (A-6) 

where 9-l denotes the inverse Laplace transform and i = J-'I. Equation (A-6) 
can be simplified using equations (7.1.3) and (7.1.4) in Abramowitz and Stegun 
[1965] and integrating by parts via Hermite integration [see equation 
(25.4.46) in Abramowitz and Stegun]. The inverse Laplace transform of equation 
(A-3 )  then becomes 

J4Dt 

1 ue-U2 d'l (Ft + u) D t  I-: tan-'[ [(2n+1)~ + (-1)jxl 

1 

For the very short times of interest in this analysis, only terms 
corresponding to n=O and j=1,2 need be retained in equation (A-7). 

In the second approach we solved the partial differential equation 

subject to the initial and boundary conditions 
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i S ( r r , O )  = 0 

ae - ( 0 , r )  = 0 
ao 

o(1,~) = K = constant 

Letting j ( q , s )  be the Laplace transform of B ( q , T )  we get 

K cosh(& q )  
' ( q y s )  = s cosh(fi) 

(A- 9 1 

(A- 10) 

Once again, since we are only interested in short-time solutions ( 7  -+ 0), s 
becomes very large. In this case we use the approximation 

cosh(&) = e& / 2. 

Then equation (A-10) becomes 

Since we are interested in the solution for 

* 
- 11 -t 7 K = (1-/3) [e 

we applied Duhamel's theorem to obtain 

erfc[ (l+r7)/(26)] } du. 

(A-11) 

(A-12) 

(A-13) 

(A- 14) 

Equations (A-7) and (A-15) should be identical when only the leading term in 
the summation over n is retained in the former and the proper variables 
transformations have been performed. 
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